Hein’s Suite of Tools

Elevating the Research Experience
Overview

HeinOnline has been hard at work implementing tools and concepts to help both novice and experienced researchers make the most of its content.

Hein’s suite of tools encompasses the following:

**Artificial Intelligence Tools**
- More Like This
- Topic and Entity Extraction
- Keyword Search Builder

**Research Tools**
- Citation Formats
- Venn Diagram Search\textsuperscript{BETA}
- MyHein
- Author Profile Pages
- ScholarCheck
Artificial Intelligence Tools

Powered by Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning
Artificial Intelligence Tools

More Like This

The More Like This button allows users to find articles similar to the one they are currently viewing.

Discover “interesting words” within the article and view a list of similar articles based on the words.

Adjust the boost factors of the interesting words, add a new term, or select a date range to modify the search results.

Artificial Intelligence Tools

Keyword Search Builder

Find the **Keyword Search Builder** within the Advanced Search option of various databases.

Enter keywords into one or more of the boxes provided.

Adjust the weight of each word using the boost factors. Select a title to search within, or enter a date range to narrow the results.

Artificial Intelligence Tools

Topic/Entity Extraction

Topics and Entities are available within document metadata fields and search facets in a variety of databases.

Entities include location, person, and organization.

Topics have recently been exposed for all articles within search results.
Pop Quiz

How many men have served as President of the United States of America?

A) 44  
B) 45  
C) 46  
D) 40
How many men have served as President of the United States of America?

A) 44

The U.S. has had 45 presidents, but only 44 men have served in the role. Grover Cleveland served two non-consecutive terms as the 22\textsuperscript{nd} and 24\textsuperscript{th} president.
Research Tools

Designed to Streamline the Research Experience
Research Tools

Citation Formats

The Cite button is located above the Table of Contents and provides a variety of citation formats.

Formats include: MLA, APA, Chicago, Bluebook, OSCOLA, and McGill Guide.

Export journal citations to RefWorks, to Endnote, or as a Text File from the same Cite button.
Venn Diagram Search

- Visualize the results of various keywords to better refine a search.
- Use the Venn Diagram within one database or across all subscribed databases.
- Help students learn how to best structure a search by visualizing the power of keyword combinations.
Research Tools

MyHein
HeinOnline’s Personal Research Tool

- Bookmark documents, save search queries, and set up electronic table of contents (eTOC) alerts.
- Set up a MyHein account from anywhere in HeinOnline.

Additional Features:
- Export saved bookmarks to email, CSV, RefWorks, Endnote, BibTeX, or RIS file
- Bookmark items to multiple tags
- Link directly to your Author Profile Page
Research Tools

ScholarCheck

Quickly Access Relevant Content in HeinOnline

View most-cited journals, articles, and authors.

Access articles and cases cited by other articles and cases.

See how many times an article has been accessed by other HeinOnline users within a rolling 12-month period.

Quickly access related material across HeinOnline with inline hyperlinking.

Sort search results by most-cited and most-accessed content.

View metrics for ranking scholarly authors determined by ScholarCheck in Author Profile Pages.

Look for the ScholarCheck icon to determine where its features can be used.
Author Profile Pages

Showcasing and Promoting Authors’ Scholarly Work

Authors can enhance their pages to include a photo, biography, and links to their website and social media accounts.

Locate an Author Profile Page by performing an Advanced Search under the Author drop-down and clicking the author name in the search results.
Author Profile Pages

Metrics counted for each author include:

- Number of times cited by articles (total)
- Number of times cited by cases
- Number of times accessed
- Number of times cited by articles in the past 10 years
- Number of times cited by articles within the past 1-2 years

The following metrics are counted but do not contribute to the author’s overall rank:

- Average number of citations per article
- Number of self-citations
Author Profile Pages

Set up email alerts regarding a particular author’s works. Receive monthly email alerts when:

- New material for the author is added to HeinOnline
- New articles are added in HeinOnline which cite the author’s articles
- The author’s articles are accessed in HeinOnline each month
- Similar articles are published based on this author’s works

Download a CSV of ScholarCheck metrics for an entire institution’s enhanced author profiles.

Authors can connect their personal enhanced author profile pages to their MyHein accounts for easy access.
An Explore This Author feature will soon be added to HeinOnline’s Author Profile Pages.

Use the tool to discover an author’s frequent co-authors, journals, topics, organizations, people, and locations.

Discover a list of “Similar Authors” to the author in question, as well.
Pop Quiz

The flag of which country is the only non-rectangular national flag?

A) Vatican City
B) Switzerland
C) Bhutan
D) Nepal
The flag of which country is the only non-rectangular national flag?

D) Nepal
Questions?

(800) 277-6995

Live Chat

holsupport@wshein.com